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About This Game

Colored blocks fall, and they keep falling. You rotate them, and drop them. Faster and faster you align the pieces, creating links
of matching color, filling in gaps. You touch a block with a detonator and the entire chain explodes. The blocks above them

drop, another detonator touches, and another chain is gone. Then another.

Anode reintroduces the classic falling-block puzzle genre, with new twists and challenges! Link blocks back and forth across
each other. Match angled couplers to create chains of multiple colors. Earn items and use them to clear your bin. Play Mission
Mode and complete randomly-generated objectives for additional challenge. Post your scores on leaderboards and see how you

stack up.

Invite a friend over, plug in some controllers, and dive into frantic competition. Complete long chains to send blocks to your
opponent's side, or use offensive items to trip them up. Don't have a controller? Play two players with one keyboard! All to a

pulsing soundtrack with music that gets more intense as your bin fills!
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Title: Anode
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kittehface Software
Publisher:
Kittehface Software
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.5GHz Processor

Graphics: 3D graphics card with 512Mb

English,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Turkish
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-prKNzJkDU. Great game! i really like it, sad thing is though, i have no friends that own
this game to play co-op, the singleplayer alone gets pretty hectic and nearly impossible at times (i flew to enemy base without
realizing that i didnt set a home marker and made it impossible to get back). Also, early game is a little difficult, the monsters
have waay to much health for the beginner weapon you start out with.. Very Good game losts of fun, Offline and Online.
Would recomend if you are into the Motocross schene or genre.
Good for a Pissa Bout.. OOOH SHIZ ANOTHER COOL GAME BY SPASMAN I LOVE BORING MAN AND NOW THIS
JESUS GREAT JOB!
. Rubbish. Someone tried to clone StarCraft and it didn't work,. I don't see what all the negativaty is with this game sure it has its
faults but I actually like it.. Simple, not much thought needed, but ok
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Pro's:
- Full of lame jokes ("You remind me of my last girlfriend. All mouth, no action!")
- "Holy" Cow sensei has a Punjabi accent

Con's:
- Way too easy (except for the last level, which is a bit hard because of the camera\/control issues)
- Only 5 levels - which can be completed within 10 minutes each.
- Repetitive enemies
- Terrible camera\/controls
- Port from a mobile game
- No replay value

Then why I still recommend it? Well - because you must reach your ninjaness too, bro.. First

Very Good

Nice game to chill out to. I kinda like the "physics" stuff. But the acceleration feels a bit weird. Especially the fact it accelerates
quite fast to a maximum speed in a direction and then it accelerates no longer. The controls being pretty hard is of course the
point there, but I didn't like it much. The music is plain atrocious, at least most of it. I'm not a huge fan of electronic music and
the music used in this game only made me even more enraged when I was failing to complete the level with a star repeatedly.

I wanted to abstain from (not) recommending this game and keep it at neutral, but it is clearly not an option here on Steam, so I
rate it negative.

It is not a clear "no" for me, and if you get a 75% OFF coupon like I did, it might be worth the few cents. I wouldn't pay a full
euro \/ dollar for the game though, as you can see, I spent less than a full hour on it and I am not sure if I plan to get back to
playing it anytime soon. Also there are no achievements implemented to give you at least some more feeling of accomplishment
when you finally go through all the treacherous levels.. It's a good expansion and fun campaign, it suffers from two major
problems that also plague Rome Total War. First off the Battle AI even at hardest difficulty is stupid. Second is the Greeks are
way OP. To balance this the Persians need more variety of heavy infantry and smarter AI. But maybe it's hard to teach AI try to
flank the phalanx. But it's a great game and I highly recommend it. Unfortunately there is this one big balance issue, My
Alexander conquered Alatolia, Israel, and Egypt, didn't get to leave Egypt when Persia decided to die as a nation all the sudden
becomeing all rebels. KINDA BREAKS THE GAME! :( Twas fun tho Greeks are too overpowered, and the immortals are too
weak should be stronger.. gets frustrating after a while.
often you get "bosses" what just means you have to fight 2 opponents in a row but you only get 1 health bar
been stuck on the 10th boss for 3 days now
0% skill and 100% luck, you only get stronger if you buy heroes with real money
would like this game more if there was some skill involved
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